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“This is how I FRIEND”

“This is how I FRIEND”

What are friends for?

What are friends for?

David & Jonathan (I Sam. 18-20/ 2 Sam. 1-2)
 Bonded in spirit
 A covenant relationship
 Friendship tested with trials
 Kept renewing their covenant
 Friends through absence and war
 David’s best friend was killed
 Bathsheba
 David’s descent as a leader
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If you have 1 or 2 close friends, what do they contribute to your
life?

If you have 1 or 2 close friends, what do they contribute to your
life?

If you don’t have a close friend right now, what do you miss that
you used to have?

If you don’t have a close friend right now, what do you miss that
you used to have?

IMITATE ME! One word that captures friendship:_____________
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_____________: “Greater love has no one than this; that
someone lays down his life for his friends.” John 15:13
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_____________: “Strengthen your brothers.” Luke 22:32
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_____________: “I call you friends.” John 15:15
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Will you be my friend?

Will you be my friend?

Outgrowing friendship:
Breaking the “Man Code:”
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Emotional
Clothing

We could be friends!

Emotional
Clothing

We could be friends!

_____ Non-sharing

_____ Non-sharing

_____ Sharing what you know

_____ Sharing what you know

_____ Sharing what you think

_____ Sharing what you think

_____ Sharing what you feel

_____ Sharing what you feel

_____ Sharing who you are

_____ Sharing who you are
Amount of
Self Showing

Amount of
Self Showing

“Drill down” questions to deepen conversations:

“Drill down” questions to deepen conversations:

1. Tell me about your journey. (Spiritual journey?)
2. What do you want?
3. Before age 18 who did you think you were? Since then what have you
learned about yourself? (How has God led you?)
4. How are you doing as a husband, a dad?
5. What are the turning points or milestones in your life that have shaped
you?
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Table questions:

Table questions:

1. What are some of my “Man habits” that deflect deeper conversation
with another man?
2. How could a close friend at a critical time in my life have helped my development as a leader?
3. In the next 14 days here is one thing I can do to deepen a friendship.
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